2020 No.

ECCLESIASTICAL LAW, ENGLAND

The Church Representation Rules (Amendment) Resolution
2020

Made - - - - ***
Laid before Parliament ***
Coming into force - - See paragraph 1

The General Synod, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 7 of the Synodical Government Measure 1969(a), resolves to amend the Church Representation Rules(b) as follows.

In accordance with that section, the General Synod has passed this Resolution with a majority in each House of not less than two-thirds of those present and voting.

PART 1

INTRODUCTION

Citation, commencement and interpretation

1.—(1) This Resolution may be cited as the Church Representation Rules (Amendment) Resolution 2020.

(2) This Part and Part 3 come into force on the day after the day on which this Resolution is laid before Parliament.

(3) Part 2 comes into force on 15th July 2020.

(4) A reference in this Resolution to a numbered Rule is to the Rule numbered as such in the Church Representation Rules.

PART 2

APPEALS

Enrolment appeals

2.—(1) In Rule 57 (enrolment appeals), in paragraph (4)—

(a) omit the “and” after sub-paragraph (a), and

(a) 1969 No.2. Section 7 has been amended by section 1(2) of the Church Representation and Ministers Measure 2019 (No. 1).
(b) The Church Representation Rules are contained in Schedule 3 to the Synodical Government Measure 1969.
(b) after sub-paragraph (b) insert “, and

(c) may be accompanied by written submissions”.

(2) After paragraph (8) of that Rule insert—

“(9) Where notice of an appeal under this Rule is given, the person to whom it is given must refer it to the bishop’s council and standing committee without delay (and in any event within 48 hours of receiving it unless the appellant has in the meantime given written notice to withdraw the appeal).

(10) Where a purported notice of an appeal under this Rule is given out of time, the person to whom it is given must refer it to the bishop’s council and standing committee without delay (and in any event within 48 hours of receiving it unless the appellant has in the meantime given written notice to withdraw the appeal).

(11) An appeal under this Rule is to be dealt with in accordance with Rules 61B to 61F and 61H.

(12) A reference in this Part to an “enrolment appeal” is a reference to an appeal under this Rule.”

Election appeals: right of appeal and grounds of appeal

3.—(1) For Rule 58 substitute—

“Nomination appeals

58.—(1) An appeal may be made against a determination that a nomination of a candidate for a relevant election is not valid on the grounds that the nomination is valid and that the person should, accordingly, be included as a candidate for the election.

(2) An appeal may be made against a determination that a nomination of a candidate for a relevant election is valid on the grounds that the nomination is not valid and that the person should, accordingly, not be included as a candidate for the election.

(3) An appeal under paragraph (1) or (2) may be brought only by an elector in the election.

(4) In this Rule, “relevant election”—

(a) means an election under these Rules or to a body constituted in accordance with these Rules, but

(b) does not include an election to the House of Laity of the General Synod.

(5) In a case where a choice of persons is, or is to be, made under these Rules (rather than an election being held), this Rule and the subsequent Rules in this Part apply to the choice as they apply to an election; and the references to elections are to be read accordingly.

Election appeals

58A.—(1) An appeal may be made against the result of a relevant election on the grounds that a person whose election is the subject of the appeal—

(a) was not duly elected,

(b) was not qualified to be a candidate at the time of the election, or

(c) before the end of the period for voting, misrepresented a material fact in connection with the election.

(2) An appeal may be made against the result of a relevant election on the grounds that the conduct of the election was such as to affect the outcome of the election.

(3) An appeal may be made against the result of a relevant election on the grounds that—
(a) it has been determined on an enrolment appeal that an error was made in the roll of a parish or the register of clerical or lay electors or the question is awaiting determination on an enrolment appeal, and

(b) the error would or might be material to the result of the election.

(4) An appeal may be made against the result of a relevant election on the grounds that a vote which was allowed should have been disallowed, or that a vote which was disallowed should have been allowed, but only if the allowance or disallowance of the vote would or might be material to the result of the election.

(5) An appeal may not be brought under paragraph (1)(b) if—

(a) the grounds of the appeal are to the effect that the nomination of the person whose election is the subject of the appeal was not valid, and

(b) an appeal on grounds to that effect was brought under Rule 58(2) before the election.

(6) An appeal under this Rule may be brought by—

(a) a candidate in the election,
(b) a person entitled to vote in the election, or
(c) the chair of the house of laity of the diocesan synod (where the appeal relates to laity) or the chair of the house of clergy (where the appeal relates to clergy).

(7) On an appeal under this Rule, a person who was declared elected but whose election is or may be affected by the appeal is to be regarded for all purposes as elected pending the determination of the appeal.

(8) In this Rule, “relevant election”—

(a) means an election held (or purporting to be held) under these Rules or an election to a body constituted in accordance with these Rules, but

(b) does not include an election to the House of Laity of the General Synod.”

(2) In Rule 40 (diocesan synod: nomination for election)—

(a) in paragraph (8)(b), after “the candidate” insert “and each of the persons who nominated the candidate”, and

(b) in paragraph (9), for “must give reasons for that ruling” substitute “must give the candidate and each of the persons who nominated the candidate the reasons for the ruling when informing each of them of it under paragraph (8)(b)”.

**Election appeals: power to make rules for House of Laity of General Synod**

4.—(1) In Rule 59 (election appeals: power to make rules for House of Laity of General Synod), for paragraph (1) substitute—

“(1) The General Synod must make rules providing for—

(a) a right of appeal relating to a person’s eligibility to vote in an election to the House of Laity of the General Synod for the purposes of Rule 46(1)(c) or (f) (religious communities and Armed Forces Synod);

(b) a right of appeal against a determination of whether a nomination of a candidate for election to that House is valid;

(c) a right of appeal against the result of an election to that House.”

(2) After paragraph (2) of that Rule insert—

“(2A) The rules may include provision as to the payment of expenses incurred by the person who determines an appeal under the rules.”

**Election appeals: appeal procedures**

5. After Rule 59 insert—
“Election appeals: appeal procedures

59A.—(1) Each of the following appeals (referred to in this Part as a “summary election appeal”) is to be dealt with in accordance with Rules 60 to 60B and 61H—

(a) an appeal under Rule 58(1) or (2) (validity of nomination);
(b) an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(a) or (b) (whether person duly elected or qualified to be candidate);
(c) an appeal under Rule 58A(4) (allowance or disallowance of vote).

(2) Each of the following appeals (referred to in this Part as a “full election appeal”) is to be dealt with in accordance with Rules 61 to 61E, 61G and 61H—

(a) an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(c) (misrepresentation of material fact);
(b) an appeal under Rule 58A(2) (conduct of election);
(c) an appeal under Rule 58A(3) (error in church electoral roll or register of clerical or lay electors).”

Summary appeals

6. For Rule 60 substitute—

“Summary election appeal: notice

60.—(1) Notice of a summary election appeal—

(a) must be in writing,
(b) must give brief particulars of the grounds of appeal, and
(c) may be accompanied by written submissions.

(2) Notice of a summary election appeal must be given to the presiding officer for the election.

(3) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58(1) (appeal against ruling that nomination not valid) must be given no later than two days after the day on which the person to whom the nomination relates is notified of the ruling that the nomination is not valid.

(4) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58(2) (appeal against ruling that nomination valid) brought by a person entitled to vote in the election (including one who is a candidate) must be given no later than two days after the day on which the person receives a voting paper for the election.

(5) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(a) or (b) (appeal relating to whether person duly elected or qualified to be candidate) must be given no later than two days after the day on which the result of the election is declared.

(6) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58A(4) (appeal against allowance or disallowance of vote) must be given no later than two days after—

(a) the day on which the vote in question is allowed or disallowed, or
(b) if the appeal is being brought on grounds that there is an error in the roll of a parish or the register of clerical or lay electors but an enrolment appeal has yet to be determined, the day on which that appeal is determined.

Summary election appeal: referral to relevant judge, etc.

60A.—(1) The presiding officer for an election, having received notice of a summary election appeal, must without delay (and in any event within 48 hours of receiving the notice of appeal unless in the meantime written notice is given to withdraw the appeal)—

(a) refer the notice of appeal to the relevant judge,
(b) give a written notification to each candidate in the election, and
(c) if any decision to which the appeal relates was made by a person other than the
presiding officer, give a written notification to that person.

(2) The “relevant judge” is—
(a) the Dean of the Arches and Auditor, or
(b) if the Dean of the Arches and Auditor declines or is unable to act as such, the
Vicar-General of the Province of Canterbury or the Vicar-General of the Province
of York, or
(c) if each of them declines or is unable to act as such, the chancellor of the diocese
concerned.

Summary election appeal: determination

60B.—(1) The relevant judge (referred to in this Rule as “the judge”), having had a notice
of appeal referred under Rule 60A(1), must decide whether the grounds of the appeal are
established to the judge’s satisfaction.

(2) The judge, in deciding the matter at issue, may consider only—
(a) the notice of appeal and any accompanying written submissions, and
(b) if, before the end of the period referred to in paragraph (3), a person who made a
decision to which the appeal relates provides the judge with a written explanation
of the reasons for the decision, that written explanation.

(3) A decision under this Rule must be made within seven days of the referral of the
notice of appeal.

(4) Where the judge decides on an appeal under Rule 58(1) that a nomination is valid, or
decides on an appeal under Rule 58(2) that a nomination is not valid, the judge must—
(a) give directions for the appointment of a new period for voting in the election, and
(b) give whatever further directions the judge thinks necessary.

(5) Where, on an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(a) or (b) or (4), the judge decides that the
election as a whole is void, the judge must—
(a) direct that a fresh election is to be held, and
(b) give whatever further directions the judge thinks necessary.

(6) Where, on an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(a) or (b) or (4), the judge allows the appeal
but does not decide that the election as a whole is void, the judge must give whatever
directions the judge thinks necessary.

(7) The judge on a summary appeal must otherwise decide one of the following—
(a) that the matter at issue amounts to a minor infringement which did not affect the
outcome of the election and the appeal should accordingly be dismissed;
(b) that the matter at issue amounts to a procedural irregularity in the conduct of the
election but the appeal should nonetheless in all the circumstances be dismissed;
(c) that the appeal is wholly without merit and should accordingly be dismissed.”

Full appeals

7. For Rule 61 substitute—

“Full election appeal: notice of appeal

61.—(1) Notice of a full election appeal—
(a) must be in writing,
(b) must give brief particulars of the grounds of appeal, and
(c) may be accompanied by written submissions.
(2) Notice of a full election appeal must be given to the presiding officer for the election.
(3) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58A(1)(c) or (2) must be given no later than 14 days after the day on which the result of the election is declared.
(4) Notice of an appeal under Rule 58A(3) must be given no later than 14 days after—
   (a) the day on which the result of the election is declared, or
   (b) if an enrolment appeal has yet to be determined, the day on which that appeal is determined.

**Full election appeal: referral to bishop’s council and standing committee**

61A.—(1) Where notice of a full election appeal is given, the person to whom it is given must without delay (and in any event within 48 hours of receiving it unless in the meantime written notice is given to withdraw the appeal)—
   (a) give a written notification to each candidate in the election, and
   (b) refer the notice to the bishop’s council and standing committee.

(2) Where a purported notice of a full election appeal is given out of time, the presiding officer to whom it is given must refer it to the bishop’s council and standing committee without delay (and in any event within 48 hours of receiving it unless in the meantime written notice is given to withdraw the appeal).

(3) Once a notice is referred under this Rule, the appellant may withdraw it only with the consent of the panel appointed under Rule 61B to decide the matter.

**Enrolment appeal or full election appeal: appointment of panel**

61B.—(1) The bishop’s council and standing committee, on receiving a referral under Rule 57(9) or 61A(1), must appoint a Chair and two other persons to serve as a panel to consider the appeal.

(2) The bishop’s council and standing committee, on receiving a referral under Rule 57(10) or 61A(2), must appoint a Chair and two other persons to serve as a panel to decide whether, even though the purported notice of appeal was given out of time, the panel will nonetheless consider the appeal.

(3) In making the appointments under this Rule, the bishop’s council and standing committee must be satisfied that the persons appointed, taken together, have suitable legal or other experience or expertise.

(4) A person may not be appointed under this Rule if the person might have a benefit from the outcome of the election.

(5) Appointments under this Rule must be made before the end of 28 days beginning with the day on which the notice of appeal is given under Rule 57 or 61.

**Enrolment appeal or full election appeal: preliminary assessment**

61C.—(1) A panel appointed under Rule 61B(1) must conduct a preliminary assessment of the appeal.

(2) A preliminary assessment of an appeal is an assessment, based only on the notice of appeal and any accompanying written submissions, as to whether there are arguable grounds of appeal.

(3) If the panel considers that there are arguable grounds of appeal, the appeal stands referred to the panel for—
   (a) in the case of an enrolment appeal, consideration and determination under Rules 61E and 61F;
   (b) in the case of a full election appeal, consideration and determination under Rules 61E and 61G.
(4) If the panel considers that there are no arguable grounds of appeal, the appeal is dismissed.

(5) The panel’s decision on the preliminary assessment is final.

(6) The panel must notify the parties to the appeal of the decision on the preliminary assessment of the appeal and the reasons for the decision.

Enrolment appeal or full election appeal: appeal out of time

61D.—(1) A panel appointed under Rule 61B(2) may decide to consider the appeal only if the panel is satisfied that there was a good reason for not giving notice of appeal within the period specified under Rule 57 or 61 (as the case may be).

(2) Where the panel decides to consider the appeal—

(a) the period under Rule 57 or 61 for giving notice of appeal in that case is to be treated as having been extended so far as necessary,

(b) the appeal is to be treated as having been referred to the panel for decision, and

(c) the panel may immediately proceed to conduct a preliminary assessment of the appeal under Rule 61C.

(3) The panel must notify the parties to the appeal of the decision on whether the panel will consider the appeal and the reasons for the decision.

Enrolment appeal or full election appeal: consideration of matters at issue

61E.—(1) The panel to which an enrolment appeal or a full election appeal is referred must, in deciding the matter at issue, consider all the circumstances; and for that purpose the panel—

(a) may inspect documents or other papers relating to the subject-matter of the appeal, and

(b) is entitled to be provided with such information relating to the appeal as the panel may require.

(2) The panel must give each party to the appeal an opportunity—

(a) to appear before the panel in person or by a legal or other representative, or

(b) if that party does not wish to take that opportunity, to make written representations on the matter at issue.

(3) A hearing under paragraph (2) is to be held in public unless the panel, having regard to all the circumstances, is satisfied that it would be in the interests of justice for the hearing to be held in private.

Enrolment appeal: determination

61F.—(1) On an enrolment appeal, the panel must decide whether the grounds of appeal are established to the panel’s satisfaction.

(2) Where the panel allows the appeal, it must—

(a) direct that the roll of the parish or the register of clerical or lay electors is to be revised as the panel specifies, and

(b) give whatever further directions the panel thinks necessary.

Full election appeal: determination

61G.—(1) On a full election appeal, the panel must decide whether the grounds of appeal are established to the panel’s satisfaction.

(2) Where the panel decides that the election as a whole is void, it must—
(a) direct that a fresh election is to be held, and
(b) give whatever further directions the panel thinks necessary.

(3) Where the panel allows the appeal but does not decide that the election as a whole is void, it must give whatever directions it thinks necessary.

(4) The panel on a full election appeal must otherwise decide one of the following—
   (a) that the matter at issue amounts to a minor infringement which did not affect the outcome of the election and the appeal should accordingly be dismissed;
   (b) that the matter at issue amounts to a procedural irregularity in the conduct of the election but the appeal should nonetheless in all the circumstances be dismissed;
   (c) that the appeal is wholly without merit and should accordingly be dismissed.”

General provisions

8. After Rule 61G (inserted by paragraph 7 above), insert—

“Appeals: general

61H.—(1) The decision on an appeal under this Part is final as to the matters at issue.
    (2) The relevant judge or the panel which made the decision on an appeal under this Part must notify the parties to the appeal of the decision and the reasons for the decision.
    (3) Where the direction that a fresh election is to be held is given under Rule 60B(5)(a) or 61G(2)(a), the date on which the direction is given is the date on which a casual vacancy occurs for the purposes of these Rules.
    (4) The relevant judge or the panel on an appeal under this Part may direct that a party to the appeal must pay the whole or part of the expenses of the relevant judge or the panel; and a direction under this paragraph must specify the amount which the party must pay.
    (5) The diocesan board of finance must pay the reasonable expenses of the relevant judge or the panel, in so far as they are not paid under paragraph (4).”

Notification of right of appeal

9.—(1) In Rule 40 (nomination), in paragraph (9), after “that ruling” insert “and give a written explanation of the right of appeal under Rule 58(1) against the ruling”.
    (2) In Rule 42 (conduct of election), after “each candidate” insert “; and the voting paper must be accompanied by a written explanation of the right of appeal under Rule 58(2) against the ruling that the nomination of a candidate is valid and of the right of appeal under Rule 59 against the result of the election.”

Consequential amendments

10.—(1) In the Church Representation Rules, in the table at the beginning setting out the arrangement of the Rules, in the entry for Part 6 (appeals), for “61” substitute “61H”.
    (2) In Part 11 of the Church Representation Rules (index), at the appropriate place insert each of the following—
        “enrolment appeal (in Part 6) Rule 57(12)”;
        “full election appeal (in Part 6) Rule 59A(2)”;
        “summary election appeal (in Part 6) Rule 59A(1)”.
    (3) For section 5A of the Churchwardens Measure 2001 (election appeals) substitute—
“Election appeal

5A.—(1) An appeal may be made against the result of an election under section 4 on the grounds that a person whose election is the subject of the appeal—
   (a) was not duly elected,
   (b) was not qualified to be a candidate at the time of the election, or
   (c) before the election is held, misrepresented a material fact in connection with the election.

(2) An appeal may be made against the result of an election under section 4 on the grounds that the conduct of the election was such as to affect the outcome of the election.

(3) An appeal may be made against the result of an election under section 4 on the grounds that—
   (a) it has been determined on an appeal under Rule 57 of the Church Representation Rules that an error was made in the roll or the question is awaiting determination on an appeal under that Rule, and
   (b) the error would or might be material to the result of the election.

(4) An appeal may be made against the result of an election under section 4 on the grounds that a vote which was allowed should have been disallowed, or that a vote which disallowed should have been allowed, but only if the allowance or disallowance of the vote would or might be material to the result of the election.

(5) An appeal under this section may be made by—
   (a) a person entitled to take part in the meeting of the parishioners for making the election, or
   (b) a candidate in the election.

(6) Notice of an appeal under this section—
   (a) must be in writing,
   (b) must give brief particulars of the grounds of the appeal, and
   (c) may be accompanied by written submissions.

(7) Notice of an appeal under this section must be given to the lay chair of the deanery synod (as defined by Rule 26(7) of the Church Representation Rules).

(8) On an appeal under this section, a person who was declared elected but whose election is or may be affected by the appeal is to be regarded for all purposes as elected pending the determination of the appeal.

(9) Rules 60 to 60B and 61H of the Church Representation Rules apply to an election under subsection (1)(a) or (b) or (4) of this section as they apply respectively to an election under Rule 58A(1)(a) or (b) or (4) of those Rules (summary election appeal).

(10) Rules 61 to 61H of the Church Representation Rules apply to an election under subsection (1)(c), (2) or (3) of this section as they apply respectively to an election under Rule 58A(1)(c), (2) or (3) of those Rules (full election appeal).”

(4) In section 5 of that Measure (meeting of parishioners), in subsection (3), after “is to be held” insert “; and the notice must also include an explanation of the right of appeal under section 5A against the result of the election”. 
PART 3
MISCELLANEOUS

Registers of clerical and lay electors

11.—(1) In Rule 27 (diocesan electoral registration officer), in each of paragraphs (2) and (3), after “must” insert “, subject to paragraph (4),”.

(2) For paragraph (4) substitute—
“(4) Persons co-opted as members of the house of clergy or the house of laity of a deanery synod are not to be recorded in the register concerned.”

House of Laity of General Synod: composition

12.—(1) Rule 46 (membership of the House of Laity) is amended as follows.

(2) In paragraph (1)(c)—
(a) before “chosen” insert “elected or”, and
(b) before “choice” insert “election or”.

(3) In paragraph (1)(f), after “may decide” insert “or, in so far as provision is not made in that manner, in such manner as the rules under Rule 56 provide”.

(4) In paragraph (4)(a)—
(a) for “(1)(e)” substitute “(1)(f)”, and
(b) omit the words from “(under)” to the end.

Electoral areas

13. In Rule 51 (electoral areas), at the end insert—
“(6) Where a diocese is divided under this Rule—
(a) a diocesan elector who is a representative of the laity is entitled to vote in the area to which the body by which the elector was elected belongs;
(b) a diocesan elector who is not a representative of the laity is entitled to vote in whichever area the diocesan synod decides.”

Cathedral community roll: representation for habitual worshippers only

14. In Rule 83(6) (meaning of “community roll”), after “Cathedrals Measure 1999” insert “; but for the purposes of these Rules, a person’s name is to be treated as being on the community roll of a cathedral church only if the dean has declared the person to be a habitual worshipper”.

Parochial church council: term of office of co-opted member

15. In Rule M17 (PCC members: term of office), after paragraph (3) insert—
“(4) A person who is a member of the PCC under Rule M15(1)(k) (co-opted members) holds office as such for the period which—
(a) begins when the decision to co-opt the person as a member takes effect, and
(b) ends with the conclusion of the next annual meeting.
(5) Paragraph (4)(b) does not prevent the person being co-opted on subsequent occasions for a similar term.”
EXPLANATORY NOTE
(This note is not part of the Resolution)

This Resolution amends the Church Representation Rules (“the CRRs”) as set out in Schedule 3 to the Synodical Government Measure 1969. It also makes consequential amendments to the Churchwardens Measure 2001.

The amendments in Part 2 introduce a revised system of appeals in relation to elections held under the CRRs (for example, elections to a deanery or diocesan synod). They are intended to provide consistency with the new procedural rules which the General Synod is proposing to make to elections to the House of Laity and to the Upper and Lower Houses of the Convocations.

Paragraph 2 brings enrolment appeals within the new procedure for appeals.

Paragraph 3 provides for appeals against a determination that a nomination of a candidate is or is not valid, appeals against the allowance or disallowance of a vote, and appeals against the result of an election.

Paragraph 4 adjusts the power to make rules for appeals relating to elections to the House of Laity, to enable those rules to make provision consistent with those for the other elections concerned.

Paragraph 5 introduces two separate appeals procedures, a summary appeal and a full appeal. The appropriate procedure in any given case depends on the type of appeal.

Paragraph 6 sets out the procedure on summary appeals, including provision for the matter to be determined by a single judge who will, in most cases, be the Dean of the Arches and Auditor.

Paragraph 7 sets out the procedure on full appeals, including provision for the matter to be determined by a panel appointed specially for the purpose.

Paragraph 8 makes general provision, including for the payment by the parties to an appeal of the expenses of the judge or panel determining the appeal.

Paragraph 9 makes provision for rights of appeal to be notified in advance.

Paragraph 10 makes consequential amendments. In particular, it amends section 5A of the Churchwardens Measure 2001 to ensure that it is consistent with the other appeals provisions.

The amendments in Part 3 make minor amendments elsewhere in the CRRs.

Paragraph 11 removes the anomaly of the requirement for the registers of clerical or lay electors to include the names of co-opted members, even though they are not entitled to vote.

Paragraphs 12, 13 and 15 correct drafting errors.

Paragraph 14 amends the definition of “community roll”, in relation to a cathedral, so as to ensure that only those persons whom the dean of the cathedral declares to be habitual worshippers are entitled to be represented on deanery synod.